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Abstract
Three network representation schemes for first-order predicate logic
(FOL) are compared and argued. First, High-level Petri-net (HLPN)
studied in the 1980s is presented. The HLPN respectively codes predicates and clauses as places and transitions, and actualizes a compact
network representation of FOL. This network, however, tags arcs with
complex labels for terms and arguments, and does not prepare graphical elements for elementary symbols of FOL. Next, we take a method
by Suzuki et al. (2012) to translate a logic program of FOL (a collection of Horn clauses) into a simply connected data-flow network named
Knowledge Transitive Network (dKTN). The dKTN is a more explicit
representation scheme of FOL than the HLPN, since it codes every symbol or variable as a node. For deduction, the dKTN is translated into an
expanded dKTN, within which a subgraph such that its constraints are
consistent with each other (unifiable) is explored using a token-based algorithm named ELISE (ELiminating Inconsistency by SElection). After
∗
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reviewing these previous approaches, the chapter newly introduces the
third representation scheme named Petri-net-based Knowledge Transitive
Network (pKTN). By regarding terms and term lists as equivalent variables, the pKTN prepares places for symbols, terms, and predicates (i.e.,
argument sets), which are connected via transitions that define matching
relation between terms/term lists. Generally speaking, the pKTN is much
smaller and topologically simpler than the dKTN, and at the same time,
holds a desirable feature in common with the dKTN, that is explicit representation of FOL elements in the network. The network architecture and
deduction procedure for the pKTN are described in detail.

1.

Introduction

Prolog for logic programming is one of the most intensively studied software
languages in the 1980s [11, 27, 3]. During the same period, the data-flow model
for parallel computation attracted a lot of attention of researchers in the computer science [5, 25]; hence, it was very natural that several approaches were
tried toward combining the two and implementing logic programs in parallel
machines with the data-flow architecture [6, 35]. These approaches, however,
were rather indirect ones in the sense that they developed programs describing
AND/OR-parallelism for deduction using a data-flow language and executed
them in a data-flow computer, and yet did not devise a ‘direct’ model for parallel execution (reasoning) of a logic program [35].
In the same 1980s, on the other hand, some researchers [8, 9, 22, 16, 17,
19, 15, 7] studied another model named ‘high-level Petri-net’ (abbreviated as
HLPN in this chapter) which actualized a kind of direct representation of a
logic program. Deductive inference by the HLPN is formulated as the problem
of finding a ‘substitution vector’ that is ‘invariant’ under the ‘incidence matrix’
(a kind of adjacency matrix of the HLPN), for which several algorithms were
proposed so far. Though this formulation with networks and matrices was apparently new, the procedure executed to solve the problem was essentially the
same as the Robinson’s resolution principle [24, 18]. With some controlling
strategy, we have to compare predicate with predicate one by one and find appropriate variable substitution (unification), which causes the same problem of
the AND/OR-parallelism as that the indirect methods had suffered from.
In the line of these studies, Suzuki et al. [28, 29, 32] proposed a method
to represent a logic program of first-order predicate logic (FOL) (especially, a
Horn set) directly by a ‘data-flow-based Knowledge Transitive Network’ (which
we abbreviate as dKTN in this chapter). Deductive inference on the dKTN is
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Table 1. Graphical Elements for First-order Predicate Logic

Symbol†
Variable
Term
Term list
(Argument set)
Predicate
Clause

HLPN
Substring of
arc label
Substring of
arc label
Substring of
arc label

dKTN

pKTN

s node

Place

s node

Place

s/a node

Place

Arc label

∈ node

Transition

Place
Transition

m/3 node
Subgraph

Place
Subgraph

Each entry is interpreted, for example, as ‘a symbol is represented by a substring of an
arc label in the HLPN’ by the top leftmost cell. †Symbol represents a constant symbol
or function symbol. See Table 2 for the meaning of the nodes’ codes used in the dKTN.

equivalent to a problem to find a subgraph in an expanded dKTN in which the
unification constraints for variables are consistent with each other. A novel
distributed method utilizing parallel token propagation called ELISE (ELiminating Inconsistency by SElection) was proposed to solve this problem, which
makes the dKTN be a totally distributed method to solve unification in the backward deduction. In [32], the convergence performance of ELISE is studied by
some preliminary experiments, and it was reported that the convergence time
increases approximately linearly with an increase in the number of symbolic
variables.
Based on these studies, this chapter focuses on the direct graphical representation of FOL, reviews the above previous models, the HLPN and the dKTN, and
finally introduces a novel model named ‘Petri-net-based KTN’ (pKTN). [33].
The pKTN’s design is motivated by the requirement that the dKTN’s architecture should be simplified to make it affinitive to such an implicative expression
as natural language. Both predicates and terms being treated as equivalent parameters, the pKTN takes a way to represent FOL with a bipartite graph comprising places (for symbols, terms, and predicates) and transitions (with two
types of functions). As in the dKTN, ELISE can be used to solve unification;
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however, the pKTN provides a simpler and more homogeneous platform for
deduction than the dKTN because in the pKTN, transitions with just two functions can fire in an arbitrary direction for ‘back-calculation’ (unit operation of
ELISE).
Table 1 compares network elements used to represent FOL by these three
models. As exemplified by the fact that a clause, the largest element of FOL, is
represented by a single transition of the HLPN, the HLPN is the most compact
model of all. The second most compact is the pKTN, so when we translate the
same logic program into the three models, the networks will be arranged as the
HLPN, pKTN, and dKTN in ascending order of their size.
In the following, we first briefly explain the HLPN and dKTN in Sections 2
and 3, respectively, then present the representation scheme and inference procedure of the pKTN in Section 4. Concluding remarks and some discussions are
given in Section 5.

2.

High-level Petri-net

2.1.

Network Architecture

The HLPN represents FOL by a particular type of Petri-net [22, 16, 17, 19]. See
Fig. 1. To represent a Horn clause, the HLPN prepares a transition and one or
more places for predicates. The transition and each predicate are connected by
an arc which goes out from a body predicate or goes into the head predicate. In
order to specify tokens able to pass an arc, each arc is labeled with the arguments
of the predicate, which is the reason why this particular Petri-net is called ‘highlevel’.
To create the entire HLPN for a given logic program (set of Horn clauses),
we need to prepare subnets for constituent clauses and combine them by sharing
common predicate places. Figure 2 shows an example of such translation, where
logic program
[Fact] Wife(Mary, Paul).

(1a)

[Fact] Child(Tom, Paul).

(1b)

[Rule] Child(x, y) ← Wife(y, z), Child(x, z).

(1c)

[Goal] ← Child (q, Mary).

(1d)
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Figure 1. Examples of the translation of Horn clauses into HLPNs. At each row,
a logic/clause (on the left side) and a corresponding subgraph (on the right side)
are shown. (a) and (b) are goal clauses, (c)∼(f) are fact clauses, and (g)∼(i) are
rule clauses. Here and in the subsequent figure, the circles and ellipses represent
places, and squares represent transitions.
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Figure 2. Translation from the logic program (1a)∼(1d) into the HLPN.

is translated into a simply connected HLPN.
One of the distinctive features of the HLPN’s design is its compactness. By
putting all the minute representation for symbols, terms, and argument sets into
arc labels, the model expresses FOL with a small number of places and transitions. This feature, however, imposes a rather heavy operation on a transition.
In the sense that the arc label is responsible for every detailed specification, we
can say this type of Petri-net is a direct but topologically non-explicit network
representation of FOL.

2.2.

Deductive Inference

Deductive inference by the HLPN is based upon the theorem asserting that if and
only if there exists a ‘substitution vector’ X such that X ◦ A = 0, the deduction
is successfully solved under an appropriate variable substitution set (unification)
− soundness and completeness [19]. Here, A is an ‘incidence matrix’, a kind
of transition-place matrix which defines the connectivity between them, and ◦
is the ‘matrix-product with substitutions’. Several methods to obtain X were
proposed so far, among which here we take the method by Lin et al. [15] and
formulate the operations.
The general procedure to extract the substitution vector X is:
1. Create a matrix [I|A], that is juxtaposition of the unit matrix I and the
incidence matrix A.
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2. Focusing on a specific predicate column of A, repeat the operation (1) as
many times as possible, and then conduct the operation (2):
(1) Choose a pair of rows that have a unifiable pair of argument sets at
the focused predicate column, and append a novel row created by
the linear combination of the pair.
(2) Eliminate all the rows that have non-zero entries at the focused predicate column.
3. If the entries for all the predicate columns are zeros, output the matrix
(vectors) on the left hand side, and stop here. Otherwise, after changing
the focused column, go to Step 2.
Taking the logic program (1a)∼(1d) (Fig. 2) as an example, here we illustrate the above procedure. First, we prepare the incidence matrix
Wife

Child




0

hT, P i
,
−hx, zi + hx, yi 
−hq, M i

(a) hM, P i
(b) 
 0
A=
(c)  −hy, zi
(d)
0

(2)

where, M , P , and T signify Mary, Paul , and Tom, respectively. The matrix
[I|A] is transformed as:
Wife
ˆ

˜
I|A =

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

0

1
B0
B
@0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
1

| hM, P i
|
0
| −hy, zi
|
0

Child
1
0
C
hT , P i
C
−hx, zi + hx, yi A
−hq, M i

⇓ (1)

Wife
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(a)+(c)(M/y,P/z)

0

1
B0
B
B0
B
@0
1

0
1
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
(M/y, P/z)
⇓ (2)

0
0
0
1
0

| hM, P i
|
0
| −hy, zi
|
0
|
0

Child
1
0
C
hT , P i
C
−hx, zi + hx, yi C
C
A
−hq, M i
−hx, P i + hx, M i
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Wife
(b)
(d)
(a)+(c)(M/y,P/z)

0

0
@0
1

1
0
0

0
0
(M/y, P/z)

0
1
0

|
|
|

Child
1
hT , P i
A
−hq, M i
−hx, P i + hx, M i

0
0
0

⇓ (1)

Wife
(b)
(d)
(a)+(c)(M/y,P/z)
(a)+(b)+(c)(M/y,P/z)(T /x)

0

0
B0
B
@1
1

1
0
0
0
0
(M/y, P/z)
1 (M/y, P/z, T /x)

0
1
0
0

|
|
|
|

0
0
0
0

Child
1
hT , P i
C
−hq, M i
C
−hx, P i + hx, M i A
hT , M i

⇓ (1)

Wife
(b)
(d)
(a)+(c)(M/y,P/z)
(a)+(b)+(c)(M/y,P/z)(T /x)
(a)+(b)+(c)(M/y,P/z)(T /x)+(d)(T /q)

0

0
B0
B
B1
B
@1
1

1
0
0
1
1

0
0
0
1
(M/y, P/z)
0
(M/y, P/z, T /x)
0
(M/y, P/z, T /x) (T /q)

|
|
|
|
|

0
0
0
0
0

Child
1
hT , P i
C
−hq, M i
C
−hx, P i + hx, M i C
C
A
hT , M i
0

⇓ (2)

(a)+(b)+(c)(M/y,P/z)(T /x)+(d)(T /q)

“

1

1

(M/y, P/z, T /x) (T /q) |

Wife Child ”
0

0

,

from which we obtain
X=

(a)

(b)

1

1

(c)

(d)


(M/y, P/z, T /x) (T /q) .

(3)

We can easily confirm that Eqs. (2) and (3) satisfy X ◦ A = 0 by considering
the elementary multiplication operation of the matrix product to be substitution.
The final answer q = Tom is obtained from the rightmost entry of X.
The deduction procedure presented above is quite general, and even if the
clauses’ arguments include variables or function symbols (e.g., Figs. 1(e) and
1(f)), we are able to extract the substitution vector by this method. However,
the deduction and answer extraction by this procedure is nothing more than
the Robinson’s resolution principle. At Step 2-(1), we have to find a pair of
unifiable argument sets together with unification constraints, which is basically
a sequential process. The arguments on the parallel implementation given in
[16] were related to the parallelization of this process; and yet, they came down
to the problem of implementing AND/OR-parallelism in a parallel architecture
like the indirect approaches of those days [6, 35].
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Data-flow-based KTN
Network Architecture

Unlike the HLPN which tags arcs with labels, dKTN (data-flow-based Knowledge Transitive Network) [28, 29, 32] represents FOL (Horn clause logic) by a
data-flow network in which nodes are connected with unlabeled edges. Instead,
the dKTN labels nodes with various symbols for constants, variables, function
symbols, symbolic operations, and logical operations. Table 2 lists up this node
library, and using these ten node operations, we are able to translate an arbitrary
Horn clause into a dKTN using the predefined translation rules for a term, goal,
fact, and rule [29, 32]. Figure 3 shows several examples of translation of Horn
clauses, and Fig. 4 shows the translation result of the logic program (1a)∼(1d).
Since Rule (1c) has the predicate Child in common with the conclusion and
condition parts, the dKTN includes a loop.
One distinctive feature of the dKTN’s architecture is its explicit representation of FOL elements by the nodes (Table 1). Not only constant and variable
symbols but also function symbols being explicitly prepared as s nodes in the
network, the dKTN provides a framework in which FOL is represented by node
functions and their connectivity. Since edges are free from complex labeling,
we can say that the dKTN is a direct and graphically explicit representation
scheme for FOL. This would be also advantageous in the future study for inductive inference in that we can revise the dKTN’s knowledge just by topological
alteration.

3.2.

Deductive Inference

The deductive inference on the dKTN is begun by untying loops in the dKTN
to create an expanded dKTN (AND/OR graph). It is proven in [29, 32] that
the existence problem of the inference’s solution is equivalent to the existence
problem of a subtree of the expanded dKTN wherein the root is true under some
symbol substitution (unification) − soundness and completeness. The deductive
inference on the dKTN results in the problem of finding a subtree satisfying the
above conditions.
To solve this problem, a distributed algorithm named ELISE (ELiminating
Inconsistency by SElection) [29, 32, 30, 31] is used. ELISE is basically a tokenbased method to solve a system of simultaneous constraint equations buried in
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Figure 3. Translation of the same Horn clauses as in Fig. 1 into the dKTNs.
Dotted edges are ‘logical’ edges which transfer tokens without terms and with
just reliability (see Section 3.2). Note that in (f), a function symbol wife is
represented by a symbol node s with wife. (e) and (i) create new symbol nodes
s with x and s with z, respectively. These nodes represent variables that are
not determined by tokens from outside. Because (i) includes two atoms in the
body of the rule, the outgoing edges of the m node in the center of the network
are marked with a thick black arc denoting ‘AND’.
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Table 2. Node operations for dKTN
Oper.
code
Begin
B
End
E
Symbol
s
Name

Input
num.
0
1+ (A)
1+ (A)

Apply

a

2+ (S)

Merge

m

1+ (A)

Gate

g

2 (S)

Split
Combine

∈
3

1+ (A)
2+ (S)

Equal

==

2 (S)

And

&

2+ (S)

t0

r0

Function

Begin propagation
End propagation
Create a symbol token
Apply the 0th input
t0 (t1 )
min(r0 , r1 )
function to the 1st input
t
r
Transfer a token freely
Transfer the 0th input
t0
min(r0 , r1 )
if the 1st input also exists
0
tk = tk
rk0 = r
Split the arguments
(t0 , t1 , · · · )
min(rk )
Combine the arguments
min(r0 , r1 )×
Check if the two inputs
−
exp(−κ(Dis(t0 , t1 ))2 ) are equal
−
min(rk )
Logical AND
−
−
o

1
−
r

In the third column, ‘1+ ’ means that the node can have one or more incoming edges,
‘(A)’ means that the node is an asynchronous node which fires every time a token arrives
at an incoming edge, and ‘(S)’ means that the node is a synchronous node which fires
only if operand tokens arrive at all of the incoming edges. g, a, ∈, and 3 are ‘choosy’
nodes whose incoming edges (and tokens on them) are ordered (numbered 0, 1, · · · ).
The 4th and 5th columns (t0 and r 0 ) specify the output token’s term and reliability
produced by the node’s firing during forward propagation, respectively. Here, t or tk
is the term of the (kth) incoming token, r or rk is its reliability, t0 or t0k is the term of
the (kth) outgoing token, r 0 or rk0 is its reliability, and o is the node’s original (current)
term. See Eqs. (4) and (5) for the definition of κ and Dis(· · · ).

a network. As is well known, when we use a data-flow network or Petri-net for
parallel computation, the calculation is propelled by local operations that change
the numerical values of tokens [5, 25]. ELISE for the dKTN extends these
values to ones for symbols, terms (sequences of symbols), or term lists, and
expresses a token as (t, r) or (t0 , t1 , · · · ; r), where t, t0 , · · · represent terms and
r represents ‘reliability’ (real number within [0, 1]). The reliability is basically
the product of exponential factors formulated as
exp(−κ(Dis(u, v))2),

(4)

where κ is a predefined constant (selection coefficient), and Dis(u, v) is an inter-
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Figure 4. Translation from the logic program (1a)∼(1d) into the dKTN.

term distance function between terms u and v defined as

0
if u = v
Dis(u, v) =
1
if u 6= v,

(5)

for a simple case or as a more complex Levenshtein distance [13].
The ELISE’s one-step operation consists of one-return propagation of tokens in the expanded dKTN (first B to E, then E to B) and token selection at the
variable nodes. The selection makes highly reliable tokens (tokens with larger
r) survive in the network, and by repeating this operation many times, ELISE
gradually gets rid of the conflict between token terms and finally makes the variables have the best solution with the minimum inconsistency with the unification
constraints. Even if there is no consistent solution for a given network, ELISE
reaches a solution (i.e., token population) with reliability smaller than one. The
solution’s truth or falsehood is continuously (ambiguously) represented by the
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final r values of the tokens. So far, some experiments [29, 32] have shown
that ELISE has the ability to minimize the number of unsatisfied constraints no
matter whether there exists an inconsistent solution in the network or not.
As stated above, ELISE is an asymptotic method to solve unification, and
the efficacy of deduction by the dKTN solely depends on the convergence performance of ELISE. In [32], some preliminary experiments are conducted with
bipartite graphs extracted from the expanded dKTN for arithmetic operations,
and it is reported that the ELISE’s convergence time increases almost linearly
with an increase in the number of variables.

4.
4.1.

Petri-net-based KTN
Motivation

As is well known, unification was originally formulated in the Robinson’s resolution principle [24, 18] as the term-to-term substitution for the predicate matching. The substitution breaks up into the matching between symbols of s nodes
in the dKTN (e.g., q, x, y, z, Mary, Paul, etc. in Fig. 4), and the unification
in the dKTN comes to the problem of solving a system of equations with variable symbols (q, x, y, z) as unknown parameters. When we make ELISE solve
it by the token propagation, however, what is transferred by a token is not just
a single symbol in general. Variables, constant symbols, and function symbols
are always combined and split by the ‘a’, ‘3’, and ‘∈’ operations all over the
network, which sometimes causes the creation of a term or even a term list at
a node. (For example, when a token passes a ‘m’ or ‘3’ node for predicate, the
token generally has a one-dimensional list of terms.)
The Petri-net-based KTN (pKTN), a bipartite graph comprising places and
transitions, newly considers such a term list to be an unknown parameter and
codes it as a variable in a place. In other words, regarding symbols, terms,
and predicates (argument sets) as essentially equivalent parameters, the pKTN
prepares places for them. The places are connected via transitions prepared for
argument sets for predicate, which specify the matching relation between the
predicates’ argument sets and individual terms.
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Figure 5. Translation of the same Horn clauses as in Fig. 1 into the pKTNs.
Here and in the subsequent figures, the circles and ellipses represent places,
and squares represent transitions. Thick arcs attached to sets of arcs represent
logical AND relation.
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Table 3. Transition operations for pKTN
Oper. Conneccode
tivity

Name

Split/
Combine

∈

1−1+
(· · · 1)

Term
∀k,
tk = t0k

Logical
AND

−
&

k

1· · · 2+
−



˘
¯
min min(r, rk0 0 ) exp(−κ(Dis(tk0 , t0k0 ))2 ) , r 00
k0 =k
6 ˘
¯
r 00 = min min(r, rk0 ) exp(−κ(Dis(tk , t0k ))2 )

t0k = tk rk0 = min
−

Reliability

ff
r = min min(rk0 ), r 00

k

ff

r = min(rk0 )
k
ff
rk0 = min r, min (rk0 0 )
k0 =k
6

In the third column, ‘1−1+ (· · · 1)’ means that a ∈ transition has one arc on one side,
one or more arcs on the other side, and can have another dotted (logical) arc on the
lateral side. In this order, the arcs are classified and a token passing them is denoted by
(t0 , t1 , · · · ; r), (t0k , rk0 ), and (−, r 00 ), respectively. Likewise, ‘1· · · 2+ ’ means that an &
transition has one logical arc on one side and two or more logical arcs on the other side.
A token passing the arcs is denoted by (−, r) and (−, rk0 ), respectively. The 4th and
5th columns specify the resultant token’s term and reliability after the transition firing.
The three rows of the ∈ transition and the two rows of the & transition represent how a
resultant token is calculated from the other tokens when a classified arc is chosen as the
output. See Eqs. (4) and (5) for the definition of κ and Dis(· · · ).

4.2.

Network Architecture

Figure 5 shows several examples of the translation of Horn clauses into the pKTNs. Roughly speaking, a pKTN is a unidirectional graph which goes from term
places to the predicate place (for goal clauses, Figs. 5(a) and (b)), from the predicate place to term places (for fact clauses, Figs. 5(c)∼(f)), or from the head’s
predicate place to the body’s predicate places (for rule clauses, Figs. 5(g)∼(i)).
Between the places, a ‘∈’ transition is inserted, by which terms are combined to
create the argument set (for a goal) or the argument set is split into terms (for a
fact). In Fig. 5, the combined/split arcs are marked with thick arcs representing
logical AND. The order of these arcs for the transition is important.
When we translate a rule clause, on the other hand, places for the argument
terms are first inserted between the head’s and body’s predicate places, then ∈
transitions are inserted to split or combine the argument terms (Fig. 5(g)∼(i)).
As with goals and facts, the combined/split arcs are marked with logical AND,
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Figure 6. Translation rule for a term. PKTN subnets for (a) f (t1, · · · , tn) and
(b) f (g(x, b)). Here and in the subsequent figure, a dotted place is a ‘tentative’
place T that is to be replaced with an actual subnet before finishing the translation. (b) is made by first creating a subnet for f (t) using a T for the parameter
t, creating a subnet for g(x, b), then replacing the T with the subnet for g(x, b).
Using such a nested subnet, a term with nested structure is encoded or decoded,
which is propagated as a token by ELISE (see Subsection 4.3). The created
subnets are undirected; and yet, when they are replaced with tentative places in
Fig. 7, appropriate direction is specified for each arc.

whose order is important. The translation of a rule clause is accomplished by
adding a particular undirected subnet representing the cause-effect relationship
(dotted subnets in Fig. 5) to the pKTN. See Fig. 5(g). The two ∈ transitions
in this figure emit lateral dotted arcs which are connected via another dotted
place. This subnet transfers a logical value (truth or falsehood) from the body
to the head, requiring that the head predicate be true to the extent that the body
predicate is true. The similar undirected subnet is also added to Fig. 5(h). In
Fig. 5(i), the & transition is inserted between the dotted places to combine the
logical values of the two places on the body side. This transition is necessary
to require that the head predicate be true to the extent that both of the two body
predicates are true. The two arcs combined by the transition are marked with
AND, whose order is not important for this transition.
As stated above, the pKTN represents an arbitrary Horn clause with just
two kinds of transitions listed in Table 3. The general translation rules from the
terms and Horn clauses into the pKTNs are given in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively.
Finally, we show the pKTN obtained from the logic program (Horn set)
(1a)∼(1d) in Fig. 8. By sharing the common places Wife and Child, the pKTN
becomes a simply connected graph with a loop. Plural arcs going out of the
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Figure 7.
Translation rules for (a) fact ‘P (t1, · · · , tn).’ (b) goal
‘← G1(t1, · · · , tn), · · · , Gm(· · ·).’, and (c) rule ‘P (t1, · · · , tn) ←
Q1(u1, · · · , ul), · · · , Qm(· · · ).’. Note that (c) is obtained by combining (a)
and (b). The tentative places for t1, · · · , tn and u1, · · · , ul are replaced with
the term subnets obtained by the rule shown in Fig.6. Appropriate direction is
specified for each arc at that time. Though not explicitly shown, if we are able
to find common terms or places within a clause subnet, we make their places
shared as much as possible.

shared place Child have the logical OR relation, whose order is not important.
Regarding symbols, terms, and predicates as equivalent variables, the pKTN
succeeded in dramatically simplifying the dKTN’s topology while retaining its
desirable feature, explicit network representation of symbols. At the same time,
the number of operations prepared as a library being reduced from ten to two
(see Tables 2 and 3), the network uniformity was much enhanced. As compared
to the HLPN, we can say that the pKTN is a Petri-net representing knowledge
that uses many minute graphical elements for FOL (Table 1). This makes the
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Figure 8. Translation from the logic program (1a)∼(1d) into the pKTN.

pKTN larger than the HLPN in general; and yet, the pKTN has the advantage
over the HTML in the sense that the pKTN provides explicit and purely topological representation scheme for FOL.

4.3.

Deductive Inference

Similar to the dKTN, the deductive inference by the pKTN starts by untying all
the loops in the pKTN to create an undirected expanded pKTN. See Fig. 9. The
expansion prepares different places for a place with plural incoming arcs in the
pKTN; hence, the Child place with two incoming arcs in Fig. 8 produces two
Child places with single incoming arcs in Fig. 9. (The same thing happens to
the expansion of the K place in Fig. 5(i), for example.)
By untying loops again and again, the expanded pKTN can grow infinitely,
but we stopped it after several repetitions and showed it in Fig. 9. Like the
expanded dKTN, the expanded pKTN roughly has an AND/OR structure with
the ‘goal’ root, and the deductive inference is formulated as the problem of
finding a subtree within which the variables (parameters) are consistent with
each other. The soundness and completeness of this proposition is proven just
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as with the dKTN [29, 32]; and based upon this proposition, the searching of a
subtree is executed by ELISE. Again, a token propagated by ELISE has a term
list-reliability pair, that is expressed as (t0 , t1 , · · · ; r).
The procedure for the deductive inference on the pKTN is summarized as
follows:
1. [Initial Setting] Translate the given logic program into the pKTN, untie
it several times, and produce the initial expanded pKTN. Substitute initial
arbitrary tokens for the places of the expanded pKTN.
2. [Execution of ELISE] Repeat the following two steps appropriate times:
• [Transition Firing (Back-calculation)] Make a transition fire asynchronously. A transition in the pKTN can fire in an arbitrary direction. When operand tokens are prepared in the neighboring places
but one, the transition pops them, ‘back-calculates’ the resultant token with the functions defined in Table 3, and pushes it onto the
output place (place excluded from the input places). For example,
if the leftmost ∈ transition in Fig. 9 fires with a Mary token in the
lower-left place and a (Paul, Mary) token in the right Child place
as operands, it newly creates a Paul token and stores it in the upperlest q place. Note that even if the terms of the prepared operand
token are inconsistent with each other, the firing itself can occur to
create the resultant token with small r (see Table 3).
• [Token Selection (Evolution)] Re-evaluate tokens in a place in
terms of the inter-term consistency, and probabilistically reproduce/weed out tokens with larger/smaller r, respectively. The reevaluation takes place between a novel token pushed onto the place
and a former/older token in the place. The exponential factor
(Eq. (4)) calculated between the two is multiplied into the novel
token’s r.
3. [pKTN Expansion] Stop here if the reliability is sufficiently high with
tokens that survive in the network. Otherwise, untie the pKTN several
times further, grow the expanded pKTN, and cut some branches that begin with lowly reliable transitions (transitions not creating highly reliable
tokens). This final operation is necessary in order for the total number of
transitions in the expanded pKTN not to exceed a predefined limitation
constant. Go to Step 2.
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As an example, we show the solution subtree of the expanded pKTN of
Fig. 9 in Fig. 10. In the solution part, tokens converge to ones satisfying x =
Tom, y = Mary, z = Paul , and q = Tom, from which we can get the final
answer Tom.
As with the dKTN, the performance of the dKTN’s deduction depends on
the convergence time of ELISE. Since a bipartite graph used in the preliminary
experiments in [32] has the same topological structure as the pKTN, the convergence time of the above procedure is expected to be the result in [32] plus some
extra time caused by trial and error for the expansion of the pKTN.

5.

Conclusion and Discussions

Three direct network representation schemes of FOL, the High-level Petri-net
(HLPN), the data-flow-based Knowledge Transitive Network (dKTN), and the
Petri-net-based Knowledge Transitive Network (pKTN), were compared and
argued. The HLPN has the most compact topological structure of all, but the
complicated expressions for terms and arguments in arc labels integrate the unit
operations for unification, and as a consequence, does not provide as a method
to solve deduction essentially in parallel. The KTNs offer more explicit and
minute representation schemes for FOL. They prepare graphical elements for
symbols and variables, and translate the same FOL into larger networks than
the HLPN. This purely topological representation scheme without edge/arc labeling, however, enables a token-based algorithm, ELISE, to solve unification
in a totally distributed way. The final answer is given with the token reliability
which stands for the answer’s ambiguity. Among the two, the pKTN is more
advantageous than the dKTN in terms of the network’s compactness and operation’s uniformity. The representation scheme and the deduction procedure by
the pKTN were described in detail.

Representation without Symbol Grounding: Explicit representation of
symbols by the KTNs avoids a common problem in current approaches, inefficiency on account of symbol grounding (elimination of variables). Markov logic
network in probabilistic logic programming [10, 23] or the answer set programming for non-monotonic reasoning [14, 2] are based upon the symbol grounding
and practically unable to deal with a quasi-infinite constant set (set comprising
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Figure 9. Expanded pKTN obtained from the pKTN in Fig. 8.

Figure 10. The solution subtree in the expanded pKTN in Fig. 9. The solution
part is drawn in thick lines, and the other part is drawn in thin dotted lines.
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Figure 11. (a) Natural language sentence, and (b) its dependency structure.

a huge number of constants). The recent ‘lifted’ approaches on graphical models [20, 4, 26, 37] have pursued for a method to manipulate FOL within the
framework of probabilistic reasoning; and yet, in formulating, these approaches
consider only clauses free of function symbols which the KTNs can naturally
represent.

Affinity of pKTN to Dependency Structure: The pKTN was originally designed to make the dKTN’s structure affinitive to natural language. Actually,
the dependency structure [36, 12, 21, 1] extracted from a natural English sentence “Mary is the wife of Paul” (Fig. 11(b)) is topologically much similar to
Fig. 5(d). Translating natural language into the pKTN and describing linguistic
knowledge using such an explicit network representation as the pKTN would be
an interesting and promising research direction for the future [21].
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